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You can rely on our prayers so that your ministry may
be fruitful and the eucharistic fire may spread to the 
four corners of the world.

EMMAUS CENTRE PROVINCIAL CURIA 

Bel Horizonte

Colombia

Vocational House welcomes
new candidates

I am Yerson Alexander Cabrera Ramirez, 26 years 
old. I come from the municipality of Victoria Valle of 
Cauca, with two older brothers at present living abroad. 
I was a soldier in the Airforce in the city of Cali. Having 
finished my technical diploma in hospitality and 
tourism, I was employed in cattle raising and 
construction.

I began my vocational path in the Congregation of the 
Blessed Sacrament, which I found through the 
vocation ministry page, and I started my vocational 
process with Father Alexander Espitia, the vocation 
promoter. We were in contact for six months, working 
through the points regarding vocation, carrying out this 
process without haste, but without pause, as the father 
guided me in discerning while accompanying me.

At present, I am in the house of formation in Bogotá
and following studies with the CRC, while being formed 
within the Congregation, very encouraged and helped 
by the Lord and his grace to follow my vocation.
Thanks and many blessings.

My name is Fidel Zúñiga Muñoz, 33 years old, from 
the department of Huila, municipality of Isnos, from a 
village called Belén, which is 45 minutes from the 
urban area. I belong to the parish of San José. In 2015 
I finished high school, and I worked in agriculture,
growing coffee and other work in the fields and on 
some occasions being a driver in public transport.

After some experiences, I began my discernment at 
the Conciliar Seminary of Garzón Huila, where I was
accepted and in which I entered in 2019 when I began
the preparatory year, and in 2020 I started the first 
semester of philosophy. At the beginning of the second 
semester, the rector of the seminary told me that I 
could no longer continue with my studies. It was then 
that a friend spoke to me about the community of the 
Congregation of the Blessed Sacrament, where I am

discerning my vocation. Thank God I have entered the 
community, where I am now.
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In 
a way, we are all like Joseph: a shadow of the 

and on the good, and sends rain on the just and on 
5:45). And a shadow that follows his 

Son.  
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Communications 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Happy anniversary! 

 
 

 
Anniversaries of Profession and Ordination in April 2021 

 
 

09.04.1961 Fr. José Maria LASIERRA 
BERNAD 

Madrid-S.de Baranda, Spain Ordination 60 

14.04.1996 Fr. Antoine MAKELA La Mure, France Ordination 25 

27.04.1996 Fr. José Arnel MARTINEZ 
Quezon-Provincialate, 
Philippines 

Ordination 25 

 
 
 


